School Library Journal ... "Hearts & Minds"

Last stop on Market Street -- de la Peña E D374/ Appreciating diversity; Perspective-taking; Social Engagement

Waiting -- Henkes E H389w Empathy; Patience

I like being me: poems about kindness, friendship, and making good choices -- Lalli 808.1 L155i Empathy; Relationships; Responsible Decision-Making

The invisible boy -- Ludwig E L967i Empathy; Perspective-taking

The honest-to-goodness truth -- Mckissack E M2177ho Consideration; Honesty; Emotions

Enemy pie -- Munson E M928e Relationship skills; Social awareness

Zen shorts -- Muth E M983z Mindfulness; Self-Awareness

The lion & the mouse -- Pinkney E P6555/ Empathy

Separate is never equal; Sylvia Mendez and her family’s fight for desegregation -- Tonatiuth 379.26 T61s Ethical Responsibility; Social Awareness

A chair for my mother -- Williams E W676c Empathy; Responsible Decision-Making; Self-Management

Each Kindness -- Woodson E W868e Empathy; Perspective-Taking; Respect For Others